Surround Speaker

SYNERGY S-1
• Exclusive WDST technology provides the ultimate “you-are-there” experience
• Provides ambient and localized sound with unlimited placement flexibility
• Dual horn-loaded tweeters and single 4-inch woofer deliver remarkable detail
• High-quality cabinet features a sleek black finish with titanium accents
The Synergy Series S-1 surround speaker is
the smallest of its kind to utilize Klipsch’s exclusive Wide Dispersion Surround Technology
(WDST), which ensures a dynamic, enveloping
surround experience and precise localization
throughout a room.
The S-1 delivers precise sonic detail through
the careful positioning of two Tractrix® Hornloaded aluminum-dome tweeters and one
4-inch IMG woofer. By aligning the two horns
at 90 degrees with respect to each other,
along with the front-firing woofer, the S-1
smoothly covers a 180-degree horizontal arc.
As a result, the surround points at you no matter where you are seated. This configuration
also provides the greatest variety of placement
options, enabling the speaker to work well in
virtually any room configuration.
Available in a black finish with titanium accents,
the contemporary look of the S-1 is two-fold.
With its grille on, the S-1 offers a sense of
elegance that nicely blends in with your home
décor, but take the grille off and you get an
aggressive and powerful statement that exudes
extreme performance.

Specifications
FREQUENCY RESPONSE 		

95Hz - 23kHz +/-3dB

POWER HANDLING 			

50 w (200 w peak)

SENSITIVITY 				

88.5dB @ 2.83 volts/1 meter

NOMINAL IMPEDANCE 		

8 ohms

CROSSOVER FREQUENCY 		

2800Hz

TWEETER 				
					

Two 0.75” (1.9cm) aluminum
dome tweeters

HIGH FREQUENCY HORN 		
					

2 x 4” (10.2cm) 90 x 60
Tractrix Horns

WOOFER 				

4” (10.2cm) woofer

ENCLOSURE TYPE 			

Sealed (WDST)

DIMENSIONS 				
					

5.6” (14.2cm) x 11.8” (30cm)
x 4.6” (11.7cm)

MOUNTING 				

Keyhole Bracket

WEIGHT 				

5lbs. (2.3kg)

BUILT FROM 				

2004

This impressive surround delivers the performance of speakers twice its price by creating
enveloping sound that places you in the middle
of the action, as well as correctly localizing
specific sounds so that what you hear matches
what you see on the screen.
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